Cancer Research UKA Individual League Rules
The League year runs from 1st October to 30th September. Entries to the league must be by 1 st May.
All UKA progression points in both programs will count towards League results.
To enter, the UKA dog number must be provided together with the current competing height. Entry costs
£2 a dog and forms are available online or at UKA shows.
There is a separate league for each height and all dogs, as per UKA rules, must be measured into their
correct height (except those running at Maxi) prior to entry into the League. Any points gained after a
height change will not count for that dog.
Ongoing cumulative results will be published quarterly.
Final results will be published in October and individual category winners will be announced and prizes
presented at the UKA Grand Finals.
The cost of the rosettes and trophies will be deducted from the income with the remainder of the money
donated to Cancer Research.
FAQ’s
Q:
A:

What if I only do agility and jumping and I don’t do games or steeplechase?
You are still eligible for the League which rewards and recognises consistency across all and any
progression classes. However, more points can be gained if you enter the additional classes.

Q:
A:

I compete in both Standard and Maxi classes. Will my points from both heights count?
No. You must choose your height when you enter the league and only progression points from that
height will be included in your total.

Q:

What happens if my dog was measured into one height but during the year its 2 year old measure
changes his height category?
Your height is entered into the system at the start of the year and cannot be changed in that same
year. All points gained prior to height change will remain valid and you can re-enter the League the
following year in your new height category.

A:

Q:
A:

Where will I be able to view how I am doing throughout the year?
There will be a link to the Cancer Research UKA League Results on the UKA website which will be
updated quarterly with cumulative results. Individual results will not be published until after the
closing date for team entries.

Q:
A:

Why do I have to pay to enter even though I pay membership to UKA?
The League is an additional special Charity event run by UKA. The aim is to recognise and reward
consistent performance across all classes at the same time raising funds for Cancer Research. UKA
runs the league for free with just the costs of awards deducted from the income.

Cancer Research UKA Team League Rules
The League year runs from 1st October to 30th September. Entries to the league must be by 1 st May.
All UKA progression points in both programs will count towards League results.
Each team will consist of 3 dogs and 3 separate UKA members. Each team can consist of dogs competing in
any height and any level. No reserves will be accepted. All dogs must also enter the individual league.
All dogs, as per UKA rules, must be measured into their correct height (except those running at Maxi) prior
to entry into the League. Any points gained after a height change will not count for that dog.
To enter, the 3 UKA dog numbers must be provided together with the current competing height. Entry
costs £6 a Team and forms are available online or at UKA shows.
Each team entry must include a team name which will be published with results. The administrator
reserves the right to reject unsuitable names.
Ongoing cumulative results will be published quarterly under the team name.
The team will be based on results from the individual league so all rules of the individual leagues will be
followed.
Final results will be published in October; the winning team will be announced and prizes will be presented
at the UKA Grand Finals.
In addition, there will be a Wild Card opportunity for the League team winner who will be invited as a wild
card to compete in the UKA Team Tournament Final, sponsored by Yellow Hound Photography, at the UKA
Grand Finals. If any of the dogs in this team have already qualified for the Team Tournament Final or are
unable to attend, then the Wild Card place may be awarded to the next placed team and under the same
criteria. This final will be run under the current rules for that competition. Details can be found at
www.ukagility.com
FAQ’s
Q:
A:

Can I compete in both individual and team leagues?
Yes. Entries are separate but competitors can compete in both.

Q:
A:

Can 2 or 3 of my own dogs be in the same team?
Yes. As long as there are separate handlers for each dog as, if this team make Wild Card invitation,
the final consists of a team relay requiring 3 handlers.

Q:

My friend cannot run her dog as she is unwell, can someone else run her dog and gain points during
the year?

A:

Yes. The dog and handler combination will not be monitored during the year. However, should that
team be invited to attend the final as the Wild Card, then the dog and handler combination must
reflect the originally nominated combinations.

Q:
A:

Where will I be able to view how I am doing throughout the year?
There will be a link to the Cancer Research UKA League Results on the UKA website which will be
updated quarterly with cumulative results. Individual results will not be published until after the
closing date for team entries.

Q:
A:

Why do I have to pay to enter even though I pay membership to UKA?
The League is an additional special Charity event run by UKA. The aim is to recognise and reward
consistent performance across all classes at the same time raising funds for Cancer Research. UKA
runs the league for free with just the costs of awards deducted from the income.

